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Abstract. Developers of automated manufacturing systems are often catego-
rised as Engineer-To-Order companies, relying on the ability to offer solutions 
that are tailored to the individual consumer. Managing product variety and ena-
bling reusability between solutions becomes key concepts towards increasing 
competitiveness and revenue, in which Engineer-To-Order companies may 
benefit from adopting Mass Customization concepts. As automated manufactur-
ing systems tends to be software intensive, it become equally important to en-
able reusability for physical components and for software related artefacts. In 
parallel to Mass Customization, Software Product Line Engineering has 
emerged as a way for software developers to manage variability and reusability. 
This paper seeks to combine the concepts of Mass Customization and Software 
Product Line Engineering, by introducing a development framework applicable 
for Engineer-To-Order companies offering automated manufacturing systems.   
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1 Introduction 

According to the manifesto presented at the latest MCPC conference in Aalborg, Den-
mark: ``the era of Mass Production is over'' [13]. This is a widely supported statement, 
and Kumar [10] even emphasises it further by stating that companies will be struggling 
for survival, if they do not adapt their strategy to the structural changes in markets. The 
major structural changes is – in this context – the demand for shorter time-to-market, 
increased product variety and reduced cost. With regards to manufacturing, the increas-
ing demand for product variety will force a definitive shift in the manufacturing para-
digm from Mass Production (economy of scale) towards Mass Customization (econ-
omy of scope) and Mass Personalisation (value differentiation) [6].  

Products from traditional Engineer-To-Order businesses (ETOs) are similar to prod-
ucts from the pre-Mass Production paradigm, where each product was tailored to the 
individual customer. The production methods have been developed since, but in prin-
ciple, they still suffer under the labour intensive work compared to other product types. 
For high wage countries, the ETO products are hence cost expensive to produce, since 
a lot of resources must be allocated to the engineering related aspects of production, 
and keeps the ETO businesses under a rising pressure in a global competitive market. 
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This has triggered some of the ETOs to standardise their engineering work, and  
either offer less variety, or instead offer variety in a Mass Customization approach. By 
offering less product variety, the ETO is though compromising with their business 
foundation. 

This paper is based on a case of a Danish manufacturing systems developer, who 
offer fully automated robotic solutions for surface treatment. To cope with their cus-
tomers' high demand for product variety, the company offers completely tailored and 
high technology solutions that are cost expensive with regards to development time. 
The company has until now been first movers with regards to technology, but the cost 
expensive development creates a rising competitive environment, as competitors 
catch up with the technology. The issue of obtaining a more cost effective develop-
ment process – while still being able to offer similar product variety as they do cur-
rently – is in many ways similar to, what moves companies in other domain towards 
Mass Customization and Mass Personalisation research. The research question of this 
paper is hence summarised to: ``How can Mass Customization capabilities be utilised 
with regards to creating an efficient development process for ETOs with software 
intensive products?'' The question is answered through a literature study on Mass 
Customization and ETO products together with a proposal of a development frame-
work that links concepts found in the literature. 

2 Related Work 

Traditional ETO products are similar to personalised products in the sense that the 
scope is to develop customer specific solutions. Talking about Mass Customization 
and Mass Personalisation, the scope is however also to do it at costs similar to Mass 
Production [6], which bring us to the scope of the next generation ETO products. To 
distinguished Mass Customization and Mass Personalisation, work by Bossen and 
Hansson [2] proposed to see a mass personalised product as a product, where the user 
can design the product in collaboration with the manufacturer (co-created product) 
given continuous freedom within predefined boundaries (personalised modules), 
combined with freedom of choice (customised modules) and company decided fixed 
choices (common modules). In other words, Mass Personalisation is a variant of Mass 
Customization, and hence it is reasonable to say, that the majority of Mass Customi-
zation research is relevant for mass personalised products and modern cost efficient 
ETO products.  

Mass Customization has over the years been defined in different ways but work 
from Salvador et al. [15] summarise it to “Providing customers what they want when 
they want”. The same authors emphasise that in practice, the implementation of a 
Mass Customization strategy must not be seen as the destination for the company, but 
rather a process that will never end. In the same work, the authors defines Mass  
Customization as having three common capabilities, which every mass customiser  
to some extent must posses. These three capabilities are defined as: ``(1) the ability to 
identify the product attributes along which customer needs diverge, (2) the ability to 
reuse or recombine existing organisational and value-chain resources and (3) the abil-
ity to help customers identify or build solutions to their own needs.'' The capabilities  
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are called Solution Space Development, Robust Process Design and Choice Naviga-
tion respectively. Each one of them has been proven to be essential to be a mass cus-
tomiser but few companies can claim to posses them all to perfection. 

The transition from mass producer to a mass customiser is discussed exhaustively 
in literature, but the relevancy of moving an ETO business to a Mass Customization 
business is somehow less debated. However, work done by Haug et al. [4] focus on 
this issue, and the conclusion is, that even though not all definitions of Mass Cus-
tomization includes an ETO business – and that an ETO business will never produce 
end-products near Mass Customization cost – it is still reasonable to label some of 
them as mass customisers. The authors claim that an ETO business must divide the 
development process into work packages which in some cases can be fully or partly 
automated (separation of concerns). This creates a need for standardising the engi-
neering work to a partly predefined solution space, and a consistent specification 
process that supports customer co-creation in the development process.  

As the company – which this paper is based on – develops automated manufactur-
ing systems that are highly software intensive, another important aspect is to under-
stand how Mass Customization is applicable to software development.  

Much like the producers of physical goods, software producers have been looking to-
wards means to avoid developing software systems from scratch, and instead, developing 
software product lines with reusable parts that can be shared across a product line. One of 
the paradigms is referred to as Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE), and is based 
on the principles of Mass Customization [14]. An important aspect to SPLE is the separa-
tion in development process between the establishing of the platform and reusable parts, 
and the derivation of the individual products with the product specific parts [3]. Pohl et 
al. [14] and Apel et al. [1] separates the development process even further into aspects 
concerning requirement establishment and realisation, and suggest a framework for im-
plementation. The general separation of concerns principle links quite well to work on 
Mass Customization and ETO products by Haug et al. [4]. 

One of the key challenges with the SPLE approach and ETO products is to cope 
with the transition from ETO to Mass Customization. According to  Krueger [9] 
there are three adoption approaches to initiate the transition; a proactive approach, an 
extractive approach, and a reactive approach. The proactive approach can be de-
scribed as a big-bang design strategy [5], where product lines are developed from 
scratch and follows a step-by-step waterfall approach to design and implement a 
product line [9]. The extractive approach is a refactoring strategy [17], where the goal 
is to structure the existing legacy solutions in a companies product portfolio in a more 
systematic way [9]. The reactive approach is an evolution design strategy, where an 
initial version of product line is designed  and implemented, and gradually extending 
and redesigning the product line to cover more products [1].  

All of the approaches have advantages and disadvantages, but for small software 
ETOs the extractive approach seems beneficial because the incremental adoption also 
yields a lower upfront investment compared to the proactive approach. This is in gen-
eral because the extraction process may only concern focusing on specific parts of the 
product and incrementally including more parts [17]. The downside of the extractive 
approach is, that implementation of the product line is potentially limited by the struc-
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ture and code practises of the legacy products, since these not necessarily was imple-
mented in structured way. This limitation means, that the refactoring process do not 
result in an easy maintainable structuring of the product line [1].  

2.1 Research Gap 

Based on the related work identified in section 2, it can be concluded that SPLE can 
be used for ETO companies developing software intensive manufacturing systems. 
Furthermore, since SPLE originally builds on Mass Customization and basically treat 
the same purpose, this paper assumes that the three fundamental capabilities of Mass 
Customization can be linked to SPLE, and thereby enable use of research from SPLE 
and vice versa. One example is the performance assessment research that is essential 
for continues improvement of the capabilities.  

We conclude that a need for an ETO Mass Customization developing framework – 
that links the Mass Customization capabilities and SPLE – exist.  

3 MC Development Framework for ETO Businesses 

With basis in the essential capabilities of Mass Customization and development con-
cepts from SPLE, we propose a product development framework for ETO product 
developers (see figure 2). The framework is divided according to activities related to 
each of the Mass Customization capabilities, and the distinctive engineering aspects. 
This differentiation separates the concerns of developing end-products, developing 
the product line, and the extraction of the potential reusable legacy artefacts. These 
aspects are referred to as Application Engineering, Domain Engineering and Reverse 
Engineering respectively. The aspect of Domain and Application Engineering are 
basic aspects of SPLE, whereas the aspect of Reverse Engineering is included, in 
order to emphasise the continues evolution of the product line through legacy reuse. 
Hence this framework has a focus on transforming personalised/product specific parts 
into reusable artefacts. In order to support continuous improvement of capabilities, we 
have – with inspiration from Kristal et al. [8] and Nielsen [11] – included Perform-
ance Assessment in the framework as a supporting capability. By including it as a 
capability of the framework, we underline the need for research addressing how to 
conduct Performance Assessment in this context. 

Furthermore we emphasise, that the proposed framework is seen from a develop-
ment viewpoint, which has similarities to the non-traditional Mass Customization 
process view from Haug et al. [4]. In general we believe that Mass Customization 
must be seen from one or more product views and several process views. Examples of 
process views is for instance sales, development and commissioning, where this paper 
focus on the development viewpoint.  
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Engineering aspect. This requires, that the company is able to acquire knowledge, 
regarding whether or not a customer specific feature already exist in the solution 
space. This is related to the aspect of Reverse Engineering, and the supporting capa-
bility Performance Assessment. 

3.2 Robust Process Design 

From a development viewpoint, Robust Process Design concerns the actual realisation 
of the features identified in the solution space. Robust Process Design is focussing on 
continuously improving the product related artefacts, in order to identify, if they may 
be reused or recombined into a stream of different end-products. This involves con-
sideration towards how communality and variability is implemented, but also when 
variability is implemented.  

Both in traditional Mass Customization and SPLE, architecture- and platform de-
velopment are vital processes to secure reusability and managing variability which are 
related to the Domain Engineering aspect [3]. Since the demand for product specific 
parts are higher for ETO companies, it is important to allow the architecture to be 
extended with the product specific parts developed during Application Engineering. 
This may be handled by a static- or dynamic approach. The static approach involves 
clearly specifying where variation points exits in the architecture in order to interface 
product specific parts. The dynamic approach may be viewed as a contentiously evo-
lution of the architecture to address the integration of product specific parts. Whether 
the static or dynamic approach is used, it always involves implementing variation 
points in the platform or in the customisable parts of the architecture. These imple-
mentations must however be monitored to justify the relevancy of the variation point 
in the future, and is related to Performance Assessment.  

As product specific parts continuously grow in numbers – in form of legacy prod-
ucts – an important ability for software ETOs, is to reuse existing implementation 
solution if possible. This is related to the Reverse Engineering aspect. However, the 
intention is not to force developers to extract, and refactor product specific parts from 
legacy products, if the integration process is difficult. Therefore, an equally important 
ability in robust process design, is to access whether or not refactoring legacy prod-
ucts is worthwhile in the current situation, or if it will be more beneficial to develop 
from scratch. 

3.3 Choice Navigation 

In the product development viewpoint, choice navigation concerns the process  
of assisting the developer in configuring the end-product that satisfies the require-
ments of the customer. This may involve assisting tools such as a configurators or 
procedural specifications, to navigate the developer towards deriving an end-product. 
Depending on the production tools, the process of creating an end-product may either 
be conducted manually, automatically, or in a combination of both. 
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4 Discussion 

By introducing the Performance Assessment supporting capability, a development 
team has the possibility to monitor how e.g. a Mass Customization transition process 
is advancing. This activity is called Product Management in the framework, and is 
responsible for collecting, measuring and calculating Performance Assessment data. 
The Mass Customization performance assessment research from Nielsen et al. [12] is 
useful here, but also the linking of Mass Customization and quality management from 
Kristal et al. [8] and Storbjerg et al. [16] is highly relevant. Possible implications by 
using Performance Assessment is for instance – but not limited to – the ability to 
measure profitability. Profitability may in this context be linked to the decision of 
when to include a new feature to the product line, based on the frequency of a specific 
personalised feature use.  

By introducing viewpoints, it is envisioned that the Mass Customization capabili-
ties are utilised in multiple stages of the production process besides the development 
viewpoint. For developers of automated manufacturing systems, a vital process is the 
actual integration of the solution in the production environment, which requires an 
effective commissioning process. How the Mass Customization capabilities are util-
ised in the different viewpoints, and how many process viewpoints that exist, must 
therefore be further investigated. 

5 Conclusion 

The literature study shows that SPLE research achievements are highly relevant for 
ETO companies developing software intensive manufacturing systems, and that SPLE 
and Mass Customization originally was developed with the same purpose in mind. 
The research gap from section 2.1 concludes, that if a framework – which links the 
two research areas – is developed, then contributions from both areas can be used to 
bring the Mass Customization research further, with regards to software intensive 
products. Especially the Mass Customization Performance Assessment research is 
relevant in order to continuously improve the process of a successful Mass Customi-
zation implementation process. This paper proposes a framework addressing how 
ETOs could develop software intensive products, hence the applicability of the 
framework will initially mainly address the software related artefacts of the product. 
Therefore, further research must be conducted to show if the framework has limita-
tions with regards to more hardware intensive systems. 
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